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Abstract. With the development of smart grid construction and the innovation of the business mode of State Grid, power systems business including generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, consumption and dispatching, produces a large amount of data every day. At the same time, power system is also one of the important application areas of big data. Based on the smart grid construction of Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city, the model of big data transaction between power system and other industries is researched. First, the sources and characteristics of multi energy data in Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city are analyzed. Furthermore, this paper proposes a big data transaction model turned into multi attribute negotiation, and the utility function of multi attribute negotiation is proposed to reflect the correlation degree between different attributes. Finally, a multi objective optimization algorithm based on vector evaluated genetic algorithm for big data transaction of smart grid is given, so as to realize a win-win situation between buyers and sellers.

1 Introduction

State Grid investment in smart grid innovation demonstration area is used to realize the integration of energy and information interconnection, improve the utilization efficiency of urban comprehensive energy, innovate grid operation service mode and support smart city construction[1]-[2]. In 2011, Tianjin electric power company had built smart grid demonstration project “Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city”. It includes 12 sub items, such as distributed generation, microgrid, distribution automation, etc., with a concentrated demonstration of advanced technology in the field of intelligent power distribution, generation, consumption and information communication[3]-[5]. Since the operation of above projects, massive data has been contained in the relevant business system's internal database, including new energy power generation data, electric vehicle charging and discharging data, power grid on-line monitoring data, consumption data, power quality data, etc. The massive data from a wide variety of sources, is a typical power big data[6]-[8].

Power big data combined with municipal, transportation, meteorology, economy and other industry data, can be analyzed by data mining, machine learning, parallel computing, flow calculation and other "big data" technology to dig out critical information with higher added values, and then provide a solid data base and space for the power resource optimal allocation, the improvement of energy efficiency, the higher quality service and the auxiliary social management [9]-[10].

However, the amount of data stored in various industries, including electricity, is increasing sharply with a growth rate of more than 50%. Due to the lack of standardized data sharing and exchange channels, it is difficult to form a data sharing between different industries, and thus data trading platform and even the exchange has become an urgent need. At present, the research on the big data transaction mechanism is still in the initial stage. From the perspective of new institutional economics, the paper studies the mechanism of large data trading in [11], and several factors that affect the data transaction cost are presented, but it has not been studied in the game process of data transaction. The paper studies the bilateral transaction characteristics and pricing mechanism based on cloud computing services market in [12]-[14], however, due to the large difference between the problem of resource type and real time, and big data transaction, it cannot be directly applied into big data transaction process. The paper presents a trading mechanism that stimulates the buyer and seller to reveal the true data information based on big data computing service in[15], but the "win-win" result of the transaction process is not realized.

Based on the smart grid construction of Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city, the sources and characteristics are analyzed, and the model of big data transaction between power system and other industries is studied in this paper. A multi objective optimization algorithm based on vector evaluated genetic algorithm for big data transaction of smart grid is given, so as to realize a win-win situation between buyers and sellers.

2 Sources, characteristics and application scenarios of multi energy big data

Power big data applications in Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city include 12 sub items, such as distributed power access, energy storage system, distribution automation and so on. At the same time, electric power system also need to obtain big data from municipal, traffic, meteorology, economy and other industries. These data sources cover management operations including dispatching, operation and overhaul, marketing and power grid monitoring information, and industry information which is related to the production and operation of power system. The data includes different kind of types such as structured, semi-structured and unstructured, and their update frequency range from second to month.

After data fusion from different time scales, using data mining, machine learning and clustering analysis, and other algorithms, acquires application scenarios of multi
energy data in Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city, within the computational framework such as parallel computing, flow calculation, and mixed calculation. For example, electric load data can be used to predict and evaluate the development of the national economy. On the contrary, the data of the national economy and the growth of the motor vehicle can also be used as the basis for networking and operation mode of the power system.

3 Conceptual model of big data transaction

Because of the great value from big data applications, it is necessary to obtain mass data from other industries through data transactions, and thus be information sources of data fusion in a certain industry. This application has laid the foundation of data transaction. Big data transaction, specifically, is a transaction on the ownership and rights to use of data. Traditional commodity trading and electronic business transactions, such as pricing and auction market mechanism, can not meet the needs of big data transactions[16]. Therefore, how to form a large data trading market and establish an effective model and trade mechanism to support data transaction process, become an important issue in the application mode of multi energy big data.

This paper defines the large data transaction model based on the big data market, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure1. Big data transaction model based on big data exchange market

1) Data description: Buyers and sellers will abstract the key attributes of the required data and data resources, and determines the type and range of attributes, and describes it by a structured language.

2) Accertain trading parties: Sellers register data resource in the data market and then form a data directory. Meanwhile, buyers search trade goals and candidate objects.

3) Negotiated bargaining: Trading parties carry out proposals based on their own data transactions. Big data transaction object with different attribute values calculate the utility value of proposals according to their own utility function.

4) Data delivery: In this stage, except delivering data at a specified time according to the service contract, data service providers also need to configure the data services in accordance with the service contract. And

data users need to complete the payment according to the contract.

5) Subsequent processing: In this stage, the mission is the subsequent processing tasks after data delivery, such as a mutual evaluation between data users and providers, and so on.

From Figure 1, it can be seen that the bargaining is the main link of the big data transactions, but also the focus of this paper. As the main body of the big data transaction, the quality description of the data is the basis for buyers and sellers to determine the transaction intention and negotiated price. The quality of data can be abstracted into several data attributes. The data attributes include inner independent attributes(precision, sampling frequency, time span, etc) as well as correlation degree between attributes. For the above data attribute features, the object of big data transactions can be abstracted as:

1)where,  is a data bargaining object within a round of negotiated bargaining. And a big data bargaining process contains  rounds. The vector means  attributes of the object of negotiation between the two parties, while means the vector of attribute values in a round of negotiation. The value scope of each element of the n-dimensional vector is .

Both parties change the data attributes to form a multi attribute negotiation issues within the limits of their acceptance in each negotiation process. After  rounds of negotiation, the seller and buyer achieve the final data agreement, so as to complete the transaction. During negotiation, utility value is adopted to measure the degree of their satisfaction to multi attribute data. And utility value can be obtained by the utility function with the data attribute as a parameter. In the utility function, a attribute can be divided into two types, namely positive or negative attributes. The higher value of positive attributes results in buyers’ or sellers’ more satisfaction with the transaction. But buyers’ or sellers’ judgment for the same type of attribute is just opposite, namely a positive attribute for seller is a negative attribute for buyer.

Multi attribute utility function is constructed by multi attribute variables and is also a function used to evaluate the utility value of each proposal for users [16]. This paper proposes a utility function which reflect the relevance of attributes.

2)where, is the utility value calculated from multiple attribute issue by buyers or sellers in  round of negotiated bargaining. is the normalized value of the jth attribute in the n-dimensional attribute vector by buyers or sellers. is a weight evaluation for the jth attribute. is the correlation degree between the jth and kth attribute. is the normalized value of the kth attribute. The normalization process of an d can be calculated by the following steps:

3)For the same attribute j, because of its difference of attribute types for sellers and buyers, that causes a different range of its value, a different evaluation weight for both sides, and thus exerts a different final impact on utility value. Therefor, optimization algorithms are needed to complete transaction through multi attribute negotiation automatically.
4 Fair negotiated bargaining based on Vector Evaluate Genetic Algorithm

MOGA (Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm) is an application of genetic algorithm to deal with multi-objective optimization problems[16]-[17]. Compared with traditional methods, MOGA can not only deal with large scale problems, but also is not restricted by the characteristics of the problem (linearity, continuity, differentiability, etc), so as to search the global optimal solution. VEGA(Vector Evaluate Genetic Algorithm) is a new multi objective advanced algorithm used to search a set of non-inferior solution proposed by Schaffer in 1984.

VEGA adopts proportional selection mechanism and produces a sub-population corresponding to each sub objective function. If the number of sub objective of multi objective issues is k, that will produce k sub-populations, and the scale of each sub-population isNVk, where N is the scale of the whole population. Each sub objective function completes the selection independently in their own sub-population, and then conduct crossover and mutation after the results of selection enter into cross cell, and finally the non-inferior solution to a certain problem is acquired[18]-[19].
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The experiment was simulated by MATLAB, and the result is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Simulation result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group</th>
<th>( A_1 )</th>
<th>( A_2 )</th>
<th>( A_3 )</th>
<th>( v_b )</th>
<th>( v_s )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0504</td>
<td>1.1019</td>
<td>1.0128</td>
<td>2.1784</td>
<td>1.4927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.031</td>
<td>1.8257</td>
<td>3.0871</td>
<td>5.2517</td>
<td>3.0545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5012</td>
<td>3.5218</td>
<td>7.4521</td>
<td>10.0134</td>
<td>5.4951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 3, Using the VEGA algorithm can accomplish multi objective optimization to the utility function, and then acquire Pareto optimal solution sets. Meantime, in the case of the narrowed range of data attributes value, more accurate optimal attribute can be determined, and finally, the utility value of both parties can also be improved.

6 Conclusion

Based on the application of multi energy big data in Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city, combined with a large amount of literature and engineering experience, this paper proposes application scenarios of big data trading market, conceptual model and fair negotiated bargaining algorithm. MATLAB was adopted to design multi objective optimization algorithm based on VEGA and also several experiments were conducted to verify its validity. The results shows that the utility function and the multi objective optimization algorithm proposed in this paper can acquire a perfect data attribute value which makes a win-win situation for both parties. Finally, Based on the attribute value, the price of data transaction could be determined.

As a value-added service mode of smart grid based on Internet thinking, power data transaction will bring new business and profits for State Grid, and data fusion analysis of multi energy data will also bring more application scenarios for Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city, and finally promote the development of energy utilization level and regional economics.
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